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All-sky night brightness maps (calibrated images of the night sky with hemispherical field-of-view (FOV)
taken at standard photometric bands) provide useful data to assess the light pollution levels at any
ground site. We show that these maps can be efficiently described and analyzed using Zernike circle
polynomials. The relevant image information can be compressed into a low-dimensional coefficients vec-
tor, giving an analytical expression for the sky brightness and alleviating the effects of noise. Moreover,
the Zernike expansions allow us to quantify in a straightforward way the average and zenithal sky
brightness and its variation across the FOV, providing a convenient framework to study the time course
of these magnitudes. We apply this framework to analyze the results of a one-year campaign of night sky
brightness measurements made at the UCM observatory in Madrid. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (010.1290) Atmospheric optics; (110.0110) Imaging systems; (100.2960) Image analysis.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.53.002677

1. Introduction

Light pollution, i.e., the alteration of the natural lev-
els of night darkness due to the artificial emissions of
light, is an emerging issue that in the last years
aroused considerable interest among the scientific
community. A growing body of research has revealed
the potentially detrimental effects of the inadequate
use of light-at-night on science, ecology, physiology,
energy consumption, and intangible heritage [1–6].
Modeling the light pollution propagation through
the atmosphere is an active field of research [7–12]
with direct practical applications for the correct
design of urban lighting systems.

One of the most conspicuous manifestations of
light pollution is increased sky glow [1]. The scatter-
ing of artificial light in the atmosphere increases
the brightness of the night sky background creating
a veil that jeopardizes contrast and hinders

ground-based observations of celestial bodies. A way
of monitoring this effect is by means of all-sky (hemi-
spherical) images of the night sky taken in standard
photometric bands [13–16]. In contrast with their
rather coarse spectral resolution, the spatial resolu-
tion of all-sky images is relatively high, due to the big
number of pixels available in present day scientific
grade CCD detectors. The brightness distribution
recorded in these images has several components:
besides the slowly variant contribution due to the
scattering of artificial light, they generally contain
the images of point-like natural sources (stars and
planets), urban or natural obstacles such as build-
ings or trees, and possibly artificial lights near the
horizon. They are affected by several sources of ran-
dom noise, dependent on the incoming photon flux,
the photometric band, and the detector performance.

The relatively smooth spatial distribution of the
artificial light scattered by the atmosphere across
the hemispherical field-of-view (FOV) suggests that
it can be efficiently described in terms of a suitable
polynomial basis.
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One of those bases is formed by the well-known
Zernike circle polynomials, whose applications in op-
tics and astronomy have been thoroughly explored
since their introduction by Zernike in the first-half
of the XX century [17–21]. The main purpose of this
work is to show the advantages of using Zernike pol-
ynomial series to analyze the measured all-sky night
brightness distributions. We show, on the one hand,
that the relevant information contained in all-sky
images can be compressed into a small set of coeffi-
cients with definite physical meaning. From these
coefficients several useful parameters, as, e.g., the
average and zenithal sky brightness, its variation
across the FOV, and its time course throughout the
night can be easily determined. On the other hand,
fitting a low to medium order Zernike series is an ef-
fective way of filtering out the effects of noise and re-
moving the isolated point-like sources that may be
present within the FOV. These high spatial frequency
image components manifest themselves as the resid-
uals of the polynomial fit. Additionally, since the
Zernike representation provides sky brightness infor-
mation that is defined over thewhole hemisphere and
is independent from the particular sampling grid
used to acquire the brightness raw data, it can be
expected that this approach will facilitate the inter-
comparison of results among all-sky cameras in-
stalled around the world to monitor light pollution.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2
we briefly outline the basic properties of the Zernike
polynomials and describe the estimation approach
used to fit the Zernike expansion to the all-sky night
brightness images. Section 3 describes the results of
the analysis of a set of cloudless and moonless night
brightness maps acquired during one year of
observations at the astronomical observatory of the
Universidad Complutense in Madrid. Additional re-
marks and conclusions are drawn in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively.

2. Zernike Expansion of All-Sky Night Brightness
Maps

A. All-Sky Night Brightness Maps

An all-sky night brightness map is a calibrated
image of the celestial vault taken at a standard pho-
tometric band (Fig. 1). Its FOV spans the complete
upper hemisphere, from zenith to horizon, mapped
onto a plane surface according to a suitable projec-
tion scheme. Mappings that preserve the element
of area are particularly adequate for the modal
analysis of all-sky images. In this kind of projection,
equally sized regions of the map correspond to equal
solid angles in the sky, and therefore one can inte-
grate over solid angles across the FOV by integrating
over the corresponding regions of the flat map. This
property, in combination with the orthonormality of
the Zernike polynomials over the unit-radius circle,
allows one to ascribe a definite physical meaning to
the Zernike modal coefficients, as we will show below.
One example of such area-preserving mappings is

the Lambert’s azimuthal equal-area projection [22]
used in Fig. 1.

Since the Zernike polynomials are orthonormal in
the unit-radius circle, we will henceforth describe the
position of any point of the image in terms of its nor-
malized coordinates r � �x; y�, where x � X∕R and
y � Y∕R, being �X;Y� the absolute cartesian coordi-
nates measured from the zenith and R the radius of
the circle delimited by the horizon line. The value of
the all-sky image at point r will be denoted by S�r�.

Although raw all-sky images are useful to get
qualitative information of the night sky brightness
across the celestial vault, they have to be calibrated
in order to obtain all-sky maps of radiances. The cal-
ibration procedure includes correcting for the spatial
and spectral responses of the camera. The spatial re-
sponse of the system across the FOV is determined
with optical laboratory tests. After the observations,
the images were corrected for distortion. From the
geographical position of the camera, and the date
and time of the observation, the expected positions
of the stars on the image were derived and compared
with the recorded ones, obtaining the appropriate
transformation equations. The images were sub-
sequently processed following the standard proce-
dures used for CCD astronomical observations
with the help of calibration frames. The original
16 bit RAW images were corrected for bias and ther-
mal noise using amaster dark frame, and for the spa-
tial sensitivity variation with a master flat frame for
each photometric filter. In the second step, the photo-
metric calibration was performed by comparing the
magnitudes of standard stars with the measured
fluxes, which provides the instrumental zero point.
Finally the pixel values were converted from ADUs
per second per pixel to radiance units using the
zero point, the spatial scale of the image (in

Fig. 1. All-sky night brightness map taken in the Johnson–
Cousin’s V-band at the astronomical observatory of Universidad
Complutense, Madrid, in December 8, 2012, at 21:28 (UT) using
an ASTMON camera. The observatory domes can be seen at the
lower rim of the image. Gray scale in units mJy∕arcsec2.
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arcsec2∕pixel), and the conversion factor frommagni-
tudes to radiances for each photometric band [23].

Pixel values represent the spectral radiance aver-
aged within the passband of the corresponding
photometric filter. Sky spectral radiances are often
expressed in Jansky per square arcsecond
(Jy∕arcsec2), instead of the conventional SI units
W∕�m2 · Hz · sr� or W∕�m2 · nm · sr�. The conversion
between both unit systems is immediate, taking
into account that 1 Jy � 10−26 W∕�m2 · Hz� and
1 arcsec2 � 2.35 × 10−11 sr.

B. Zernike Polynomial Basis

The Zernike circle polynomials are an orthonormal
basis set of functions whose general form in polar
coordinates r � �r; θ� is given by [17–21]

Zn;m�r� � Nn;mRn;m�r�Am�θ�; (1)

where n and m are the radial and angular orders,
respectively, of the Zn;m mode, Rn;m�r� is its radial
part given by

Rn;m�r��
X�n−jmj�∕2

l�0

�−1�l�n−l�!
l!�0.5�n�jmj�−l�!�0.5�n− jmj�−l�!r

n−2l

(2)

whose value at the rim is Rn;m�1� � 1, and Am�θ� is
the angular part defined as

Am�θ� �
�

cos mθ; for m ≥ 0
sin jmjθ; for m < 0

(3)

with m � −n;−n� 2;…; n − 2; n. Zernike modes with
m � 0 are azimuthally symmetric; the remaining
ones have m-fold rotational symmetry. The normali-
zation constant Nn;m is usually chosen as

Nn;m �
������������������������������������
�2 − δm0��n� 1�

p
; (4)

where δm0 is the Kronecker delta (δpq � 1 if and only
if p � q; otherwise δpq � 0). With this choice, the
Zernike polynomials are orthonormal in the unit
radius circle according to

1
π

Z
1

r�0

Z
2π

θ�0
Zn;m�r�Zn0;m0 �r�rdrdθ � δnn0δmm0 : (5)

For notational convenience, the double-index order-
ing Zn;m�r� can be transformed into a single-index
one, Zk�r�, with

k � �n�n� 2� �m�∕2� 1: (6)

This definition of k differs in one unit from that of the
single-index j that can be found in [21]. This change
is made here in order to assign to the first Zernike
mode (the constant term or piston, n � m � 0) the
index k � 1 instead of 0. This choice allows for an

easier indexing of the elements of the matrices that
will be defined below. Excepting for the first mode
(piston), which is constant, Z1�r�≡ Z0;0�r� � 1, the
average value of any Zernike mode within its circular
definition domain is zero. This can be immediately
deduced from the orthonormality condition in
Eq. (5) by setting n0 � m0 � 0.

Figure 2 shows the shapes of several Zernike
modes of different radial and angular orders. Surface
plots for other modes can be found in [19].

Since the Zernike polynomials are a complete set of
functions, the actual night sky brightness, B�r�, can
be expanded in terms of an a priori infinite series as

B�r� �
X∞
n�0

Xn
m�−n

an;mZn;m�r�≡
X∞
k�1

akZk�r�; (7)

where the ak�k � 1;…;∞�, in spectral radiance units,
are the actual (as opposed to estimated) Zernike co-
efficients of themap. Thesemodal coefficients are the
analytical projections of B�r� over the corresponding
element of the basis, such that

ak � 1
π

Z
1

r�0

Z
2π

θ�0
B�r�Zk�r�rdrdθ; (8)

as it can be straightforwardly deduced by substitut-
ing Eq. (7) for B�r� into Eq. (8) and making use of the
orthonormality relations in Eq. (5).

In practice the series in Eq. (7) is truncated at a
finite radial order n � nmax, which is sufficiently high
as to ensure that the differences between the exact
and the truncated series are negligible. On the other
hand, the integration in Eq. (8) cannot be analyti-
cally performed in the continuum of the unit radius
circle because the experimental data are always
discrete all-sky images S�r� with a finite number
of pixels. Furthermore, the experimental all-sky

Fig. 2. From left to right and top to bottom: Plots of the Zernike
modes of indices k�n;m�: 1 (0,0); 3(1,�1); 4 (2,−2); 5 (2,0); 10 (3,�3);
13 (4,0); 21 (5,�5); 25 (6,0); and 45 (8,�8).
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brightness maps are noise-degraded versions of the
actual B�r�, such that

S�r� � B�r� � ν�r�; (9)

where ν�r� is the noise term. In subsection 2.D, we
briefly revisit how to estimate the modal coefficients
of B�r� from the discrete and noise-degraded S�r�
images. Before doing so, in subsection 2.C we outline
the information that can be obtained from the
Zernike coefficients themselves.

C. Significance of the Zernike Coefficients

Zernike polynomials are particularly well suited to
describe typical all-sky night brightness distribu-
tions, in the sense that a truncated low-order expan-
sion (with k ranging from 1 to a given maximum
mode index M) usually provides a sufficiently close
approximation to the actual values of B�r�. Once
the correspondingM modal coefficients have been es-
timated, the information content of an all-sky image
of several MB size can be compressed down to that
set of M real numbers, usually with M < 100 in
the case of cloudless and moonless images. Each
Zernike coefficient describes the relative contribu-
tion of the associated mode to the overall night
sky brightness pattern. Besides that, they provide
some interesting additional information:

1. Average and Zenithal Brightness
The average sky brightness across the hemispherical
FOV is directly given by the first Zernike coefficient,
a1, which corresponds to the piston term Z1 � 1.
This result is immediate from Eq. (8) for k � 1,
taking into account that the all-sky images are
equal-area projections.

The sky brightness at the zenith, B�0�, can be
straightforwardly calculated in terms of the rotation-
ally symmetric Zernike coefficients (in double-index
notation, an;m with n even and m � 0) as the
weighted sum:

B�0� �
X∞
n�0

�−1�n2
�����������������
�n� 1�

p
an;0: (10)

2. Parseval’s Theorem and Spatial Variance of the
All-Sky Night Brightness Distribution
From Eqs. (7) and (5), it follows that the Parseval’s
theorem in the Zernike space can be formulated as

1
π

Z
1

r�0

Z
2π

θ�0
jB�r�j2rdrdθ �

X∞
k�1

a2
k ≡

X∞
n�0

Xn
m�−n

a2
n;m:

(11)

This result allows us to compute the spatial aver-
age of the squared brightness distribution across the
hemispheric FOV as the sum of the squares of the
modal coefficients. Since a1(i.e., a0;0) is the average

brightness itself, the spatial variance σ2 of B�r� is
given by

σ2 �
X∞
k�2

a2
k ≡

X∞
n�1

Xn
m�−n

a2
n;m: (12)

3. Power Spectrum in the Zernike Space
Given an ensemble of all-sky night brightness maps,
its modal power spectrum in the Zernike space, P�k�,
can defined as

P�k� � ha2
ki≡ ha2

n;mi; (13)

where hi denotes ensemble average. The P�k� spec-
trum informs us about the expected power contribu-
tion of each individual mode to the overall sky
brightness pattern at the observing site. In some
cases, it is convenient to work with the radial power
spectrum P�n�, which aggregates for each radial
order n the ensemble-averaged power contributions
of all its azimuthal modes:

P�n� �
Xn
m�−n

ha2
n;mi: (14)

D. Linear Fitting of All-Sky Night Brightness Maps

As stated above, the recorded all-sky maps S�r� are
discrete and noise-degraded versions of the actual
night sky brightness distributions B�r�. Several
methods can be used to estimate B�r� from the avail-
able S�r� data. The Zernike modal estimation ap-
proach consists in approximating B�r� by a finite
expansion B̂�r� up to a given mode M, such that

B̂�r� �
XM
k�1

âkZk�r�; (15)

and finding the set of estimated coefficients, âk,
k � 1;…;M, which best fit the recorded S�r� accord-
ing to some predefined merit criteria.

In absence of any a priori information about the
statistical properties of the actual brightness coeffi-
cients, ak, a sensible choice to determine the âk is to
perform a conventional linear least-squares fit pro-
viding the smallest Euclidean distance between
the recorded and estimated images, evaluated at a
suitable set of sampling points. To do so, first recall
that theN pixels contained within the hemispherical
FOVof the 2D all-sky image S�rs�, s � 1;…; N, can be
reordered as a column vector s of size N × 1 whose
elements are given by ss � S�rs�. The noise affecting
each pixel can be stacked in the same way as a N × 1
vector ν (νs � ν�rs�, s � 1;…; N). On the other
hand, arranging the unknown actual brightness
coefficients as a column vector a of size ∞ × 1 such
that �a�k � ak and defining a Zernike matrix Z of size
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N ×∞ such that its elements are given by
�Z�sk � Zk�rs�, Eqs. (7) and (9) can be combined
and expressed in matrix form as

s � Za� ν: (16)

For the same set of sampling points, the brightness
estimate in Eq. (15) can be rewritten as

b̂ � Zâ; (17)

where b̂ is a N × 1 column vector whose elements are
given by b̂s � B̂�rs�, and â is an M × 1 vector contain-
ing the estimated coefficients âk (whose values are to
be determined). The simplest solution for â can be
sought as a set of linear combinations of the mea-
surements weighted by the elements of a suitable
reconstruction matrix R, such that

â � Rs: (18)

The least-squares solution for R that minimizes
the Euclidean distance ‖s − b̂‖ is given by the
Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse [24,25]:

R � �ZT
MZM�−1ZT

M; (19)

where the superscript T stands for “transpose” and
ZM is a N ×M matrix formed by the first M columns
of Z.

The Zernike decomposition of the all-sky night
brightness maps hence proceeds as follows: once
the highest modeM to be included in the B̂�r� expan-
sion is chosen, the matrix ZM is constructed by com-
puting the values of the M Zernike polynomials at
the s � 1;…; N sampling points. Note that these
points may be either all the available points within
the image or a subset of them of a convenient size.
The only constraints in choosing them are that they
have to be spatially distributed in a judicious way in
order to perform an adequate spatial sampling of the
sky brightness distribution and that they have to be
enough in number as to avoid the potential ill-
conditioning of the ZT

MZM matrix, which could pre-
vent its successful numerical inversion. With ZM

at hand, the pseudoinverse R � �ZT
MZM�−1ZT

M can
be easily computed and applied to the map data vec-
tor s to obtain the estimated coefficients â according
to Eq. (18), and subsequently the estimated all-sky
night brightness distribution B̂�r� can be recon-
structed using Eq. (15).

3. Results of the Measurement Campaign 2012–2013

The Zernike approach described in the previous sec-
tion was applied to analyze the all-sky night bright-
ness maps obtained with an All Sky Astronomical
Monitor (AstMon) camera [16] at the Astronomical
Observatory of Universidad Complutense de Madrid
(40° 270 0400 N 03° 430 3400 W), located within Madrid

City, during the period of November 2012 to Novem-
ber 2013.

In the AstMon camera, the full hemispheric sky
(FOV 180 degrees) is imaged with a Sigma 4.5 mm
F2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fisheye lens onto a
CCD QSI 583 ws whose detector is a Kodak KAF-
8300 chip. The lens is designed to provide a zenithal
equal-area (ZEA) projection. Images were taken
through astronomical filters of 1.25 in. in diameter
inserted in the optical path. All-sky images, in the
B, V and R Johnson–Cousin’s photometric bands
[26], were continuously taken throughout each night.
The effective wavelengths of these filters are 445,
551, and 658 nm, and the bandwidths (FWHM) 94,
88, and 138 nm for the B, Vand R bands, respectively.
After calibration [23,27], they were used to compute
the corresponding night brightness maps as the one
shown in Fig. 1.

Each map was stored as a FITS image of 2500 ×
2500 pixels with the celestial vault mapped onto a
circular region of radius 1150 pixels. A subset of
the points within this circular region was used for
the fit (one out of every 100, distributed in a square
lattice). Points with altitude below 5.5° or clearly
belonging to conspicuous artificial structures were
excluded from this subset, since the aim was to fit
the night sky brightness and not the artificial
obstacles that may be present within the FOV (see
the observatory domes and other artificial structures
at the rim of Fig. 1). Typical fits involved about
36,000 data points. No denoising algorithms were
used to preprocess the images before the fits.

We restricted our study to moonless and cloudless
nights, focusing on the images taken at two different
moments of the night, 21:30 and 02:00 UT, to study
changes in the sky brightness due to the different
use of public and private lighting. Maps were fitted
using the first M � 66 Zernike modes (radial order
nmax � 10), since an expansion to that order (and
even to lower ones) was found to be enough accurate
to describe the measured all-sky maps with near
noise-limited precision.

A. Individual All-Sky Maps

To illustrate the outcomes obtained when fitting indi-
vidual maps, we report in this subsection the results
corresponding to the ones taken at December 8, 2012,
at 21:28 (UT), in the B, V (see Fig. 1), and R bands.

Figure 3 shows the values of the first 45 fitted co-
efficients for all three bands. The remaining ones (up
to M � 66) have smaller magnitudes. The overall
behavior in the three bands is similar, dominated
by the contributions of the azimuthally symmetric
modes (an;0 with n even, corresponding to
k � 1; 5; 13; 25…). As anticipated, these coefficients
are positive, indicating a decrease of brightness from
horizon to zenith. Their magnitude is generally
higher in the R band than in the V and B (in that
order) indicating correspondingly higher sky bright-
ness levels. In particular, the brightness averaged
across the FOV, given by the first Zernike coefficient,
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is 1.35, 0.99, and 0.39 mJy∕arcsec2 for the B, V and
R bands, respectively. Modes an;m with n odd
�k � 2; 3; 7; 8; 9; 10…�, and most notably the tilts
(a1;−1 and a1;�1, k � 2, 3), have among others the
overall effect of shifting the darkest point away from
the zenith. They arise as a consequence of the uneven
distribution of light sources around the observing
site, reflecting the eccentric situation of the UCM
campus with respect to Madrid city.

Figure 4 shows the original all-sky maps S�r� (left
column) and the reconstructed B̂�r� obtained using
the 66 estimated modal coefficients for each band
(right). Artificial obstacles at the horizon rim were
excluded from the fits. These low-order reconstructed
maps faithfully reproduce the brightness distribu-
tion of the original ones, avoiding pixel noise and
point-like sky sources.

Figure 5 shows the profiles along the horizontal
diameter of the original B-band map (thin black line)
and the reconstructed one (thick red). The recon-
structed profile strongly attenuates the effects of
noise and is not affected by the presence of bright
point-like celestial sources (Jupiter, in this example).
The overall rms fit residuals average to 0.02, 0.04,
and 0.05 mJy∕arcsec2 for the B, V and R bands, re-
spectively, and for the most part correspond to the
noise present in the original images, which is not re-
constructed (nor attempted to) in the fitted ones.

B. Overall Results

Along the observation period 240 all-sky maps (one
third in each band) fulfilled the selection criteria.
The analysis of this ensemble provides some insights
about the prevalent sky conditions on clear nights
and its variability at the observing site.

Two relevant statistical descriptors of the night
sky are the expected values of its Zernike coefficients,

Fig. 3. Values of the first 45 estimated Zernike coefficients (in
mJy∕arcsec2), corresponding to the all-sky night brightness maps
taken at the astronomical observatory of Universidad Complu-
tense, Madrid, on December 8, 2012, at 21:28 (UT), in the
Johnson–Cousin’s B, V (see Fig. 1), and R bands, plotted versus
the Zernike mode index k.

Fig. 4. Top to bottom: Color-coded versions of the original all-sky
night brightness maps in the B, V and R bands (left) and recon-
structed ones (right) with an expansion up to the Zernike radial
order nmax � 10 (M � 66 modes). The scale units are
mJy∕arsec2. Note the different amplitude of the scale for each
band.

Fig. 5. Original (thin black line) and reconstructed (thick red
line) profiles of the night sky brightness measured on the B-band
image across an horizontal row, using sampled sky maps with res-
olution 500 × 500 pixels. Isolated point-like sources (Jupiter) do
not show in the low-order Zernike fitting of the continuous sky
brightness distribution.
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hâki, and its Zernike power spectrum. In the bar dia-
gram of Fig. 6, we show the average values of the first
15 Zernike coefficients (up to n � 4) and the standard
deviation of their mean (80 data points for each
band). The remaining coefficients up to M � 66,
not shown here to avoid cluttering the graph, follow
a similar trend. Most coefficients are significantly
different from zero, the main contributions arising
from azimuthally symmetric modes, with positive
sign. Tilts (k � 2; 3) and comatic terms (k � 7, 8, 9,
10) also contribute significantly to the overall pat-
tern, as do low-order n even modes with m-fold sym-
metry (like the astigmatic k � 4, 6, and tetrafoil
k � 11, 15, terms). The variability, measured by
the standard deviation of the mean, is relatively
small for all modes.

Figure 7 displays the modal and radial Zernike
power spectra P�k� and P�n� given by Eqs. (13)
and (14), respectively, computed using the estimated
coefficients of the 80 maps in each band. Both show
an overall monotonic decreasing trend. Particularly
interesting is the behavior of the radial power spec-
tra P�n� shown in the lower plot. The magnitude of
the contributions of the n-even orders and the n-odd
ones decreases at about the same pace within each
band, but from different initial values depending
on the order parity. Even radial orders are composed
of modes having azimuthal or even-fold rotational
symmetry, whose gradient averaged over the hemi-
spherical field is zero. Odd radial orders, in turn, cor-
respond to general comatic terms (including tilts)
that indicate the presence of overall brightness gra-
dients and hence carry information about the loca-
tion of the observing site relative to the light
sources. As a rule of thumb, the contribution of the
n-odd orders tends to be about one order of magni-
tude smaller than that of their preceding even ones.
The P�n� dependence is approximately linear in a
logarithmic scale, with a slope close to −2.5 dB per

radial order. The P�n� power spectrum informs us
about the expected relative weight of each complete
radial order in the composition of the all-sky bright-
ness patterns and, under the assumption that it can
be cautiously extrapolated to higher n values, pro-
vides useful guidelines to choose the maximum
radial order nmax (or mode index M) up to which ex-
pand the estimated brightness defined in Eq. (15).

An interesting issue is related to the changes ex-
perienced by the sky brightness levels at different
hours of the night. It is expected that the overall
brightness of urban skies should decrease as residen-
tial, commercial, vehicle, and ornamental lighting is
progressively switched off when people ends its
active daily period, a trend that has been reported
at several locations using low-spatial-resolution pho-
tometric devices [28–32].

To study this dependence using all-sky maps, we
computed both the sky brightness at the zenith
[Eq. (10)] and its spatial average across the FOV,
a1, for the complete subsets of images taken at
21:30 and 02:00 UT during the observation period.
Their means and uncertainties are listed in the first
two data columns of Table 1.

A more meaningful assessment of these changes
can be obtained from the analysis of the brightness
ratios 02∶00∕21∶30 corresponding to each individual
night. To compute them, we selected the subset of
nights having appropriate images at both moments
of the night, getting a total of 18 image pairs
(not all pairs of the original sample fulfilled that

Fig. 6. Average values hâki of the first 15 Zernike modes for the
ensemble of cloudless and moonless nights (see text) in the B, V
and R bands. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation
of the mean (80 images for each band).

Fig. 7. Top: P�k�, power spectrum in the Zernike space of the en-
semble of all-sky maps analyzed in this work (B, V and R bands).
Bottom: Spectral power distribution aggregated by whole radial
orders, P�n�.
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requirement, mainly due to the presence of the Moon
at the first or second half of the night). The mean and
the uncertainty of these brightness ratios are listed
in the last column of Table 1.

Unlike previous studies, these data correspond to
standard BVR photometric bands. The average and
zenithal brightness levels are consistently higher at
both moments for band R followed by V and B in
agreement with what can be expected from Figs. 6
and 7. In all cases the average brightness is about
2.5 to 3 times higher than the associated zenithal
brightness.

Between the first and second halves of the night,
the brightness levels in the B band, both averaged
and zenithal, suffer a significantly more pronounced
decrease than those of the V and R bands, as shown
in the last column of the table. In the context of our
present measurements this behavior can be likely
attributed to the switch-off of the ornamental light-
ing (mostly based on metal-halide lamps with strong
emission in the B-band) around midnight, whereas
the street lamps (mostly high-pressure sodium) are
kept on throughout the whole night. Using the
method described above one can easily obtain that
the sky color of Madrid is bluer during the first part
of the night. This result confirms previously reported
measurements made using low spatial resolution
devices [29,33].

4. Additional Remarks

In this work, we have purposely dealt with cloudless
and moonless night sky maps. Preliminary results
not included here show that the Zernike decomposi-
tion approach can also be successfully applied to an-
alyze total or partially clouded skies at the expense of
increasing the radial order of the fit, and hence the
number of coefficients, to account for themore irregu-
lar brightness distributions produced by broken
clouds. The effects of clouds on the night sky bright-
ness at the red, green, and blue bands have been
thoroughly analyzed by Kyba et al. [31] using low-
spatial-resolution detectors. The research of the color
changes in the photometric B, V and R bands under

cloudy skies using all-sky maps and Zernike modes is
presently under way.

The all-sky maps analyzed in this paper displayed
spectral radiances. The same Zernike decomposition
approach can be used to fit maps of the total ra-
diance within each photometric band, expressed in
Watts∕�m2 · sr�, or brightness given in the widely
used logarithmic scale of magnitudes per square arc-
second (mag∕arcsec2). Radiance maps in SI units
offer the possibility of taking full advantage of addi-
tivity: the Zernike coefficients of any all-sky map
expressed in radiance units are equal to the sum
of the coefficients of the individual all-sky maps that
would be produced separately by each of the light
sources contributing to it. This useful property is lost
when mag∕arcsec2 units are used instead.

Modal expansions of this kind allow to compress in
an efficient way the all-sky map information, give
analytical expressions for the night sky brightness,
provide modal coefficients with definite physical
meaning and help filtering the noise. A characteristic
feature of modal expansions is that the brightness at
any point of the sky is expressed as the sum of the
contributions of a set of individual modes (in our
case, the Zernike polynomials), which are defined
over the whole surface of the all-sky map. The modal
coefficients are computed as linear combinations
of all available measurements. In turn, zonal ap-
proaches like the ones based on spline surface models
[15] compute the brightness at any given direction
mostly as a function of the values it takes at the
neighboring measurement points.

Whether is it better to use zonal or modal ap-
proaches is an issue largely dependent on the
problem to be handled. For relatively smooth distri-
butions like those corresponding to the scattering of
light in the atmosphere, modal approaches tend to
require a substantially smaller number of parame-
ters (the Zernike coefficients) than their zonal coun-
terparts. Besides, the geometrical shape of the
Zernike modes seems particularly well suited to
describe typical night sky brightness patterns.
Whereas the low-order modes provide the basis for

Table 1. Average and Zenithal Brightness

Average brightness across the FOV (mJy∕arcsec2)

Band 21:30 UTa 02:00 UTa Ratiob

B 0.396 [0.006] 0.280 [0.005] 0.70 [0.01]
V 1.12 [0.03] 0.95 [0.04] 0.84 [0.02]
R 1.54 [0.05] 1.38 [0.06] 0.89 [0.03]

Zenithal brightness (mJy∕arcsec2)

Band 21:30 UTa 02:00 UTa Ratiob

B 0.162 [0.002] 0.110 [0.001] 0.672 [0.010]
V 0.391 [0.006] 0.320 [0.005] 0.808 [0.008]
R 0.528 [0.010] 0.460 [0.008] 0.860 [0.012]

aMean value [standard deviation of the mean] of the brightness, computed using the whole subsets of images taken
at 21:30 UT or 02:00 UT.

bMean value [standard deviation of the mean] of the brightness ratio 02∶00∕21∶30, computed using the 18 image
pairs belonging to the same nights.
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fitting the slowly variant spatial structure of the
light polluted sky, high-order modes (that only take
appreciable values near the unit circle rim) are in-
strumental to fit the relatively high brightness gra-
dients present near the horizon due to the artificial
light sources. In the examples here analyzed, low
order expansions up to nmax � 10 (corresponding to
the first 66 Zernike terms) were enough to capture
the relevant features of all-sky maps taken in the
B, V and R Johnson’s astronomical photometric
bands. Additionally, modal Zernike expansions pro-
vide an analytical and grid-independent description
of the all-sky brightness that may facilitate the inter-
comparison of results with those obtained at other
observing sites using different instruments and/or
measurement grids.

Zernike fits are also instrumental to filter out
image noise and the direct radiance contributions
arising from isolated point-like sources of natural
or artificial origin. Noise reduction is achieved by
choosing the number of modes included in the expan-
sion,M, in such a way that the smooth sky brightness
distribution be correctly reproduced by the truncated
series but the high spatial frequency fluctuations
of the image brightness due to random noise in
neighboring pixels and isolated sources of small size
be removed, appearing as residuals of the fit. This
noise reduction approach, that can be termed as
modal, is different from but compatible with zonal
strategies that address noise reduction at a local
level, such as the one successfully applied by
Duriscoe et al. [15], who determine the brightness
of the sky background by dividing the entire sky into
small regions of about 1 deg in diameter and taking
in each one the median of the pixel values. Note that
both strategies could be combined and used together,
e.g., by performing a zonal noise reduction before pro-
ceeding to the Zernike fit.

The attenuation of the high spatial frequencies ob-
tained with truncated Zernike fits can alternatively
be described as a low-pass filtering operation in the
Zernike space. Note that Eqs. (7) and (8) define what
can be termed a Zernike transform pair, by virtue of
which any real function defined on the unit-radius
circle is transformed into another real function
a�k� � ak (k � 1;…;∞), which constitutes its Zernike
spectrum. Approximating the original function by a
truncated Zernike expansion, instead of using the
formally infinite series required to represent it ex-
actly, is equivalent to performing a low-pass filtering
of its spectrum. These considerations are meant to be
applied to the measured sky brightness S�r� given by
Eq. (9), which is composed of a relatively low spatial
frequency signal B�r�, and the noise ν�r� whose
Zernike spectrum attains appreciable values up to
very high values of k.

As such, the Zernike expansions here described
can be used without any essential modification to
analyze the all-sky night brightness maps obtained
using other techniques, e.g., those obtained by
Duriscoe et al. [15] from calibrated images of the

night sky taken with wide-field CCD cameras. In
an analogous way, they could be applied to analyze
the numerical all-sky night brightness distributions
predicted by different theoretical models [7–12].

An interesting possibility, not dealt with in this
paper, stems from the fact that the cloudless and
moonless light-polluted skies can be satisfactorily de-
scribed by finite sets of Zernike coefficients of rela-
tively small size. This result, together with the
knowledge of the general shape of the Zernike power
spectrum, opens the way for developing optimum
estimation algorithms [25] that should allow us to
retrieve the continuous all-sky night brightness
distribution from a small set of narrow-field mea-
surements made in different directions appropri-
ately distributed throughout the sky. The same
principle could be useful for reducing the computa-
tional load of the all-sky maps calculated from
theoretical models, by expressing the continuous
brightness distributions as truncated series of
Zernike polynomials and estimating their modal co-
efficients from the brightness predicted at a discrete
set of points of reasonably small size. Further work is
required to assess the possibilities and limitations of
this approach.

5. Conclusions

All-sky night brightness maps can be successfully
described and analyzed in terms of Zernike polyno-
mials. The Zernike coefficients of each map can be
easily estimated by a conventional linear least-
squares fit. Low-order expansions up to nmax � 10,
corresponding to the first 66 Zernike terms, seem
to be enough to capture the relevant features of
all-sky maps taken in cloudless and moonless nights,
in the B, V and R Johnson–Cousin’s photomet-
ric bands.

Besides the clear benefits of compressing the rel-
evant image information into a small-sized coeffi-
cients vector, providing an analytical expression
for the night sky brightness, and alleviating the
effects of noise, the Zernike expansions allow us to
quantify in a straightforward way the average and
zenithal sky brightness, and its variation across
the FOV, providing an easy framework to analyze
the evolution of these magnitudes throughout the
night and in the long term.

Our results, based on the all-sky images taken at
the UCM Astronomical Observatory during the cam-
paign 2012–2013, show that the Zernike composition
of the Madrid night skies at that site is mainly deter-
mined by the azimuthally symmetric modes, with
strong contributions from coma-like terms (including
tilts) that reflect the eccentric situation of the observ-
ing place relative to the city lights. The Zernike
power spectrum of the sky in the B, V and R bands
tends to decreasemonotonically with the radial order
n, with an overall slope of about −2.5 dB per order.
The contribution of the even and odd radial orders
decreases nearly at the same rate with n, but start-
ing from different initial values.
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We have found that both the zenithal sky bright-
ness as well as the brigthness averaged across the
hemispherical FOV are higher at the R band,
followed by the V and B at both halves of the night.
Between the first and second half of the night, the
decrease of brightness in the B band, both averaged
and zenithal, is significantly more pronounced than
those of the V and R bands.

Although the observational data presented in this
work refer to a particular urban site, its overall con-
ditions, not untypical of those prevailing at densely
populated cities, suggest that the general results re-
ported here about the Zernike composition of all-sky
night brightness maps may be representative of
cloudless andmoonless skies at this kind of locations.
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